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Abstract In this paper, a novel action recognition method is proposed based on hierarchical
dynamic Bayesian network (HDBN). The algorithm is divided into system learning stage and
action recognition stage. In the stage of system learning, the video features are extracted using
deep neural networks firstly, and using hierarchical clustering and assisting manually, a
hierarchical action semantic dictionary (HASD) is built. The next, we construct the HDBN
graph model to present video sequence. In the stage of recognition, we first get the represen-
tative frames of unknown video using deep neural networks. The features are inputted into the
HDBN, and the HDBN inference is used to get recognition results. The testing results show the
proposed method is promising.

Keywords Action recognition . HDBN .Deep neural networks . HASD . Graphmodel

1 Introduction

In recent years, human action recognition has become a core issue in field of
computer vision. Because of complexity and uncertainly, action identification is still
a very challenging subject. Many action recognition methods tend to design descrip-
tors and classifying based feature matching [11, 13]. The previous action recognition
methods main include two classes, i.e. feature description and action classification.
According to [28], feature representation is always key task for recognizing actions. In
general, the feature presentation usually is divided into global representations and
local representations. The global feature records total image presentation, however, the
global feature is often disturbed by occlusions, viewpoints changing and noises. The
global-based feature includes optical flow-based presentation [27], silhouette-based
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descriptor [3], edge-based features [34], and motion history image (MHI) [2], and so
on. The local feature always describes patches independently, and the patches are
combined together to build space–time model [17], such as HOG [4] and SURF [1].
The local descriptor presents action video more effectively, especially for noises
images and partial occlusions images. However, processing related interest points is
high time cost.

In this paper, we present a hierarchical graph model framework for meeting
complex videos semantic identification. The highlights of this method include two
points, one is hierarchical action semantic dictionary construction, and another is
hierarchical dynamic Bayesian network semantic inference model.

The motive of the proposed approach is to recognize actions with the higher
accuracy. We consider the problem based 3 points: (1) for reducing video dimension
and recognition time cost, we use deep neural networks [19] to extract video features
firstly, and the Aligned Cluster Analysis (ACA) [35] is utilized to get representation
frames. As we known, the selected discriminating features always are better perfor-
mance. Based the deep neural network and the ACA, the better discriminating features
are got from original action video. (2) For enhancing robustness of recognition, we
propose to construct the hierarchical action semantic dictionary (HASD). As we
known, high level semantic analysis is always very important for complex and
uncertain identification problem, dictionary-based classifier has better performance to
recognize action. In this paper, we propose dictionary-based recognition to enhance
recognition robustness. (3) At the same time, it is proved that probability graph model
is an efficient tool to dig hidden state information [29]. The dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) is promising method to present random time series signals entirely.
Hence, we select the HDBN to present action. The HDBN-based signals processing
can accomplish 2 tasks: one is to present action entirely and clearly, two is to dig
more hidden semantic state information. (4) Based on the above-mentioned, we
combine high level semantic analysis and graph model together to obtain effective
representation. Based on the HDBN inference and semantic analysis, and the HDBN +
HASD-based method can finish recognition task effectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related works is described in Section 2,
and the proposed approach is described in Section 3. Section 4 compares proposed method
with the existing models. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Related works

Many regular methods are utilized to classify human actions. For example, in [11], a multi-
categories SVM classifier is proposed, which uses dynamic programming to segment se-
quences. In [23], local descriptors are combined into SVM for action recognition. In [6], K-
nearest neighbor classifiers are used to predict action labels. However, those regular recogni-
tion methods hardly capture dynamics space-time sequence information.

Besides of regular classifier approaches, many sequence labeling models based on graph
model are used to recognize action, such as condition random fields (CRF) [15], hidden
Markov model (HMM) [26], dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [33], are all good tools to
analyze actions. Many graph-based models are utilized in field of pattern recognition, like
HMM [26]. In [16], a linear graph sequence model is proposed to build nonlinear mapping of
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semantic and action recognition. In [5], one-hidden-layer neural network is combined with
graph model to model sequence information, the testing results are with lesser computation
cost than kernel CRF.

Recently, with deep learning technology developing, many recognition methods
combined Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with graph model are presented. In
[12], a novel two-stage hierarchical framework of 3D gesture recognition is proposed.
On the first level, a new clustering is presented and a five-dimensional feature vector
is used to explore the most relevant body movement. In the second level, two
modules are utilized, including motion feature extraction module and action figure
module. The testing results at Microsoft Action3D datasets proved that the method is
perfect. The recognition rate reaches 95.56%. In [24], a human behavior recognition
method based on genetic algorithm (GA) and the CNN is proposed. Gradient descent
algorithm is used to train the CNN classifier. Using the global and local search ability
of GA, an optimal solution is found by gradient descent algorithm quickly. Testing
results suggest that the GA-based classifier can improve recognition performance. The
[14] study the behavior recognition method based on RGB-D. They use sequence
kernel descriptors to present action scene and build a kernel framework and hierar-
chical kernel descriptors as higher levels for classification. The [29] propose a 3D
human motion recognition method combined the HMM with 3D human body joints
movement. Firstly, dynamic instantaneous velocity, direction and 3D trajectory are
obtained, and then through unsupervised learning, all information is fused by the self-
organizing mapping to generate discrete symbol, the next, the Baum-Welch and
Viterbi algorithm are utilized to identify human action. In [32], a new realistic human
action recognition approach is proposed. For building a mid-level description, the
foreground action is decomposed into several spatio-temporal action parts, and [32]
also utilizes a density detector to handle action segmentation. Lastly, a graph model is
put into multiple-instance learning framework to identify action. In [7], a simple 2D
CNN is extended to a concatenated 3D network. The 3D network model is utilized
for content-based video recognition. Experimental results show the proposed model is
more general and flexible than other methods. The [25] uses Manifold Regularized
Least Square Regression and Semi-supervised Hierarchical Regression Algorithm to
recognize action. The [31] proposes a novel graphical structure model to deal with
viewpoint changing human action recognition, and unknown viewpoint action can be
recognized using improved forward algorithm.

3 Approach

3.1 Overview

Our method can be shown in Fig. 1, the approach is divided into two stages, including system
learning and action recognition. In the stage of system learning, firstly, the video key-frame
images in training dataset are put into Deep Brief Network to extract the features automatically.
Secondly, based on obtained images features, we use the ACA to get representative frames
(denoted as rfi). According to representative frames images, a hierarchical video semantic
dictionary (HVSD) is built by clustering and assisting manfully. Based on the HVSD learning,
we can obtain parameters of hierarchical dynamic Bayesian networks (HDBN), and the HDBN
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can be as a classifier to identify video semantic. In the stage of action recognition, video
features (f1 , ⋯ , fn) are extracted using Deep Brief Network too, then the ACA is used to get
representative frames (rf1 , ⋯ , rfk) as the HDBN’s input, lastly, the semantic classify results is
got by the HDBN inference.

3.2 System learning

The aim of system learning is to build action semantic dictionary (ASD) and construct the HDBN
model.

(1) Video information pre-processing. Firstly, based onmotion analysis [30], we get key-frames
of training videos, and features of the key-frames are extracted using Deep Brief Networks
[19]. Based on obtained features, the ACA [35] is used to obtain the representative frames.

In this paper, we use the Convolutional Deep Brief Networks (CDBN) [19] to extract image
features. The CDBN is one kind of deep neural network, similar to Deep Brief Networks
(DBN), which is made up of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) stacked on top of one
another, the CDBN consists of several max-pooling and Convolutional Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (CRBM). The energy function of the CDBN is sum of energy functions all individual

Fig. 1 The HDBN presentation for action recognition
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layers. In CDBN training, the greedily trained weights are used as the initialization, and the
network training is accomplished with the jointly train all the weights for the entire CDBN, the
training method may be a potentially better solution [19].

We use the ACA [35] to get the representative frames. The ACA is a clustering algorithm,
as shown in Fig. 2, given a video sequence, in a first level of the hierarchy, the ACA divides
each of the actions into action primitives of smaller temporal scale, such as Bsegmentation 1^,
Bsegmentation 2^, and so on. The next, some key frames (rf1,…,rf4) are selected as represen-
tative frames in term of the shortest distance to clustering centers.

(2) Constructing the hierarchical semantic dictionary. For each action training video, the
video is manually divided into smaller scale clips based on the similarity. Let i-th
action be Ai, the Ai is divided into n root level semantic clips, each clip includes only
one semantic. If use Si to denote root level semantic clip, and the Ai =C1 ∪C2⋯ ∪
Cn, where Ci∩Cj = ∅ (i ≠ j). The each root level semantic clips are presented by
several representative frames.

By unsupervised clustering and manual adjustment, we put the same semantics clips together
to establish semantic groups, all root level semantic clips are recombined into k action semantic

groups: {Si}i = 1 :ω1. Let Ck
j be j-th clip in semantic group Sk, and rf ijk be k-th representative frame

in j-th clip of group Si. Based on above assumption, the 1st level semantic dictionary is:

ASDlevel1 = {S
i}i = 1 :ω1, where Si ¼ Ci

j

n o
j¼1:ni

, Ci
j ¼ rf ijk

� �
k¼1:nj, as shown in Fig. 2. Based

on the 1st level ASD, using hierarchical clustering, we further construct the 2nd level ASD,
assuming there are ω2 high level semantic: {Hi}i = 1 :ω2, theH

i includes some combinations of the
1st level semantics, as shown in Fig. 2.

(3) Hierarchical graph model construction. As shown in Fig. 3, the HDBN is made up of 3
layers, the 1st layer is signals input layer, the 2nd layer is semantic layer, given inputs, the
semantics are inferred in 2nd layer using filtering method. The 3rd layer is semantic layer,
the higher level abstraction semantic is inferred based on 2nd layer semantic information.

The ASD is used to estimate parameters of the HDBN. Let prior possibility be π = {P(Si)}i =
1 : ω, which is calculated as:

P Si ¼ i
� �

≈
nCt∈Si

nC
ð1Þ

where the nC∈Si is clip numbers belong to the semantic Si, and the nC is the clip numbers of all
training videos. Secondly, let A = [aij]k × k be semantic transaction possibility, where the aij is
estimated:

Fig. 2 an example for some representative frames extracted based on ACA clustering
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aij ¼ P S j ¼ jjSi ¼ i
� �

≈

n
S j

���Si
n
S

���Si
ð2Þ

where nS jjSi denotes adjoining links numbers from clip Ct (Ct ∈ Si) to clip Ct + 1 (Ct+ 1 ∈ Sj) in
training videos, the nSjSi denotes the all possible adjoining links numbers of training videos.

Thirdly, let B = [bi]i = 1 :ω1 be observation possibility matrix, assume the bi is multi-variable
Gaussian distribution, we have:

bi ¼ P rf jSi ¼ i
� � ¼ ℕ μSi ;Σ

−1
Si

� � ð3Þ
where the parameters μSi and Σ

−1
Si are expectation and variance, respectively, which are learned

by maximum likewood (ML) method.
According to above steps, we have got the parameters from 1st layer to 2nd layer, it is

written as: λ1→ 2 = (π,A,B), which is used to infer the 2nd layer information using inputs.
Similar to the above steps, parameters of the 2nd layer to the 3rd layer are calculated: λ2→
3 = (π1,A1,B1), where the π1 is prior distribution. Similar to Eq. 1, we can getπ1 = {P(H

i)}i =
1 :ω2, and P Hið Þ≈nS∈Hi=nS . The A1 is state translation matrix, similar to Eq. 2, we have
A1 = {aij}ω2 × ω2, and aij ¼ P HijH jð Þ≈nH jjHi=nH jHi . The B1 is observation matrix, similar to

Eq.3, we have B1 = {bi}1 ×ω2, and bi1 ¼ P SjHið Þ ¼ ℕ μHi ;Σ−1
Hi

� �
.

rf1
(11)

S
1 ...
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rf2
(11) ...rfm1,1
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rf1
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Fig. 3 Hierarchical action semantic dictionary
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Based on obtained parameters, the HDBN is built in Fig. 4, we use the represen-
tative frames {rf1 : T} as inputs of graph model. The system state is S = {s1 : T} and
H = {h1 : T}.

(4) The HDBN inference. Given inputs {rf1 : T}, to update hidden state signals S = {s1 : T}
and H = {h1 : T}. Based on probability graph model and filtering theory [8], the
inference is described as following. Firstly, calculate P(s1) according to Bayesian rule:

P s1ð Þ ¼ ∑ω
s0¼1P s1js0ð ÞP s0ð Þ ð4Þ

To set s0 and P(s1| s0) as initial system input, hence, based on Eq. 4, we can get P(s1). The
next, to update the P(s1) using newer inputs:

P s1jrf 1ð Þ ¼ P rf 1js1ð ÞP s1ð Þ
P rf 1ð Þ ¼ αP rf 1js1ð ÞP s1ð Þ ð5Þ

where the α is confident and assure output within [0,1]. Further, using newer inputs, we have:

P s1þtjrf 1:1þt

� � ¼ P s1þtjrf 1þt; rf 1:t
� �

¼ αP rf 1þtjs1þt
� �

∫rf t P s1þtjrf 1:tð Þ
¼ αP rf 1þtjs1þt

� �
∑st P s1þtjstð Þ∫rf t P stjrf 1:tð Þ

ð6Þ

where P rf tjstð Þ ¼ ℕ μS ;Σ
−1
S

� �
rf tð Þ. Based on filtering formula Eq. 6, if we use P(s1 : t| rf1 : t)

to replace P(st| rf1 : t) in Eq. 6, according to probability Bayes network filtering theory [9], we
have:

max
s1;⋯;st

P s1:1þtjrf 1:1þt

� �
¼ αP rf 1þtjs1þt

� �
max
st

P s1þtjstð Þ max
s1;⋯;st−1

P stjrf 1:tð Þ ð7Þ

Based on the λ1→ 2 and eq.4-eq.7, the optimal state s1 : T is got. Similar to inference from
1st layer to 2nd layer, if let the s1 : T be inputs of the 2nd layer to the 3rd layer, the h1 : T is:

h*1:1þt ¼ arg max
s1;⋯;st

P h1:1þtjs1:1þtð Þ ¼ αP s1þtjh1þtð Þmax
ht

P h1þtjhtð Þ max
h1;⋯;ht−1

P htjs1:tð Þ ð8Þ

3.3 Action recognition

In stage of action recognition, firstly, the features of testing videos are extracted using trained
deep neural networks, let features of testing videos be {f1:n}, using the ACA to obtain
representative frames {rf1:t}. Using the {rf1:t} as inputs of the HDBN, we use the above

s0 s1

Measurements

State signals

s2 s3 sT...

rf1 rf2 rf3 rfT...

h0 h1 h2 h3 hT...

Fig. 4 The HDBN presentation
for action recognition
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mentioned steps to get semantic sequence max-possibility states h*1:T = argmaxh1:TP(h1:T|rf1:T).
The total recognition algorithm is described as:
Algorithm: Action recognition using the ASD and the HDBN.
Input: training video data, checking video data.
Output: recognition results: h*1:T.
1.To get all key-frames in training videos dataset;
2.To extract features of key-frames using Deep Brief Network automatically;
3.To obtained representative frames dataset corresponding to training videos;
4. Based representative frames dataset, build hierarchical action semantic dictionary:
ASDlevel2 = {Hi}i=1:ω, H

i = {s1:T|st = Si,i = 1:ω1}, ASDlevel1 = {Si}i=1:ω1, S
i = {Ci

j}j=1:ni,
Ci

j = {rfk
ij}k=1:nj;

5. Base on hierarchical action semantic dictionary, to learn the parameters of the HDBN: λ1→
2(π,A,B), λ2→3(π1,A1,B1) according to Eq. 1–3;
6. To input identifying video, to extract key-frames and representative frames {rf1:T} using
Deep Brief Network and the ACA, respectively;
7. Using the {rf1:T} as inputs of the HDBN, to infer {s1:T} and {h1:T} according to Eq. 4–7;
8. To output max-probability sequence as recognition results: h*1:T = argmaxh1:TP(h1:T|rf1:T);

4 Experiments

To verify our proposed action recognition method, the experiments are evaluated on Weiz-
mann [8] dataset and Youtube [20] dataset.

4.1 Dataset

The Weizmann dataset includes 93 original action videos that belong to 10 topics, such as
running, walking, jumping, and so on. For get the more training samples, we select video
frames by equal interval sampling to obtain the more video samples. We set interval numbers
is 8, and get total 744 videos samples. For shorten training time of the CDBN, all represen-
tative frames images are translated into 50 × 50 pixels images (we use Matlab function
Bimeasize^ to get smaller images), that means, the smaller images are with the lesser training
time. The 70% random selected videos are as training data and the 15% remaining data is
testing data and the other 15% data is cross validation data. Some examples of Weizmann
dataset are shown in Fig. 5.

UCF YouTube action dataset (http://crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF_YouTube_Action.php) includes
11 action classes, some examples are shown in Fig. 6, such as biking/cycling, basketball
shooting, and so on. There are total 1600 videos in UCF11, for balancing each category of
data, we select 116 videos from each class, and total 1276 videos to build evaluation dataset,
we random select 70% samples as training data, the 15% of remaining data is cross validation
data and another 15% data is testing data.

4.2 Performance evaluation

In Weizman dataset, all videos are segmented manually, and in each video, there is only one
kind of action. According to this, we can use action recognition accuracy as evaluation
criterion [22]:
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Action accuracy ¼ #correctly recognized actions

#segmented actions
ð9Þ

The total recognition testing results are shown in Fig. 7, the class names of 1–10 are
Bbend^, Bjack^, Bjump^, Bpjump^, Brun^, Bside^, Bskip^, Bwalk^, Bwave1^,Bwave2^, respec-
tively. The Fig. 7(a)-(d) are action recognition confusion matrixes. In Fig. 7(a), we know action
recognition accuracy is 100%. In Fig. 7(b), action accuracy of testing data is 93.8%, and in
Fig. 7(c), action accuracy of validation data is 83%, form the results, the 7th class Bskip^ have
the lowest action accuracy, that is 71.4%, we assume that Bskip^ may be a compound
movement, which contains a variety of other sports, such as Bjump^,^ run^, and so on, and
the complex action recognition always is more difficult for identifying. In Fig. 7(d), we know
total action accuracy is 96.5%.

To further evaluate our model, we also conduct some comparison experiments. Comparison
approaches include: (1) conditional random fields CRF [22], which is a sequence model; (2)
support vector machine (SVM) [10], one-hidden-layer neural network (NN) [10], both are
non-sequence model.

We use a linear kernel SVMmodel as multi-class classification model, at the same time, we
train an NN with one hidden layer. Similar to the CRF, the HDBN is also a sequence model,

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 [24] Some examples of Weizmann dataset. (a) walking. (b) jumping. (c) running

Fig. 6 [14] Some examples of UCF dataset
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and we can use standard linear-chain CRF as the baseline methods to test the HDBN
performance. Table 1 shows the test results, from results, we know: (1) The CRF has better
performance than linear SVM, the results denote that sequence structure is always important

Fig. 7 recognition confusion matrix in Weizman dataset, and class 1–10 are Bbend^, Bjack^, Bjump^, Bpjump^,
Brun^, Bside^, Bskip^, Bwalk^, Bwave1^,Bwave2^, respectively. a The confusion matrix of training data; b The
confusion matrix of testing data; c The confusion matrix of cross-validation data; d The confusion matrix of total
data

Table 1 Comparison of methods
on Weizman dataset Algorithm Action_accuracy

SVM [10] 91.3%
NN [10] 95.2%
CRF [22] 93.3%
Our method 96.5%
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for action recognition. (2) From results, we know the NN model has better performance, the
nonlinear models outperform the linear models for action recognition. (3) The HDBN combines
sequence structure with non-linear model, therefore, the HDBN achieves the best performance.

Fig. 8 Recognition confusion matrix in UCF11 dataset, and the class names of 1–11 are Bwalk^, Bjump^, Bgolf^,
Bbiking^, Bdiving^, Bjuggle^, Briding^, Bshoot^, Bspiking^, Bswing^, Btennis^, respectively. a The confusion
matrix of training data; b The confusion matrix of testing data; c The confusion matrix of cross-validation data; d
The confusion matrix of total data.

Table 2 Comparison with state-
of-the-arts methods on Youtube
dataset

Algorithm Action_accuracy

Liu et al. [20] 73.2%
Le et al. [18] 76.3%
Liu et al. [21] 78.2%
Our method 86.1%
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In the comparative experiments, in split of the model used, we also noticed that the
7th class motion, the Bskip^ motion, still has a relatively lower recognition rate, such
as, the action accuracy are 70.1%, 73.6% and 69.8% in SVM model, NN model and
CRF model, respectively. The results also suggest that the motion Bskip^ may contain
more simple motions, hence, no matter what method we use, the results are not
satisfactory. This should be considered to improve in the next step.

The total testing results on the UCF11 dataset are shown in Fig. 8, the Fig. 8(a)
and (b) are recognition confusion matrixes. In Fig. 8(b), the total action recognition
accuracy is 86.1%, the action recognition accuracy of the Bswing^ is 76.3%, which is
the lowest accuracy. We think there may be too rich scene changing, that mean, there
are multiple motion objects appear in scene, at the same time, the backgrounds
changes from time to time. In Fig. 8(b), from the cross-validation results, we know
that the action Bswing^ has the lower action accuracy, that are 40.9%. Just as the
reason of above analysis, the richer scene changing, and the lower action recognition
accuracy.

For further evaluate our model performance, we compare the HDBN performance with
some state-of-the-arts approaches. As shown in Table 2. Liu et al. [32] put static descriptors
and action features to develop feature description. In [7], a multi-layer of ISA is used to
obtain a deep-based description. In [25], a semantic visual vocabulary is learned automat-
ically from mid-level representations. Form results, we know our algorithm is promising.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel the HDBN-based action recognition method is proposed. Our contribu-
tion can be described as:

(1) We propose a novel graph-based action recognition model. The model combines the
hierarchical action semantic dictionary and Bayesian graph model inference together, and
uses recursion-based method to recognize action video data.

(2) Based on some theories, such as Bayesian rules, graph model, the probability-based
recursion calculation structure is presented to obtain the higher accuracy of action
recognition. Experimental results show that the proposed model has better performance
than some existing algorithms.
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